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Abstract: Magnonics, an emerging research field, aims to control and manipulate spin waves in
magnetic materials and structures. However, the current understanding of spin waves remains quite
limited. This review attempts to provide an overview of the anomalous behaviors of spin waves
in various types of magnetic materials observed thus far by inelastic light scattering experiments.
The anomalously large asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio, broad linewidth, strong
resonance effect, unique polarization selection, and abnormal impurity dependence of spin waves are
discussed. In addition, the mechanisms of these anomalous behaviors of spin waves are proposed.
Keywords: spin wave; anti-Stokes; linewidth; resonance; polarization; magnonic crystal

1. Introduction
Magnonics, a young and evolving field, has received extensive research interests in the modern
magnetism research community [1–20]. Similar to spintronics, which deals with electron spin,
magnonics utilizes magnon (the quanta of spin wave) to carry and process information. The field
of modern magnonics is very wide and covers a variety of emerging physical phenomena. One of
the fundamental issues would be understating the properties of propagating spin waves, which are
considered as promising ideal information carriers, due to their following advantages. The propagation
of spin waves is free of charge transport, and hence can avoid Joule heating induced energy loss in
nowadays micro- or nano- electronic devices; also spin waves are less subject to dissipation caused
by scattering with impurities on the atomic level because of the charge current free property. In
addition, spin waves can be easily manipulated by an applied magnetic field, and in magnetoelectric
multiferroics which possess coexisting magnetic and ferroelectric phases, they can be manipulated by
applied an electric field [21–29]. Moreover, for same frequency spin wave and electromagnetic wave,
the wavelength of spin wave is several orders of magnitude shorter. Spin wave can be in the terahertz
frequency with sub-nanometer wavelength, thus very promising for miniaturization. Furthermore,
magnonic devices can be easily integrated with electronic and photonic devices. For the development
of modern magnonic devices, it would be necessary to have a thorough understanding of spin waves
and how they behave in various materials and structures.
Spin waves are normally investigated through four experimental methods: spin wave resonance
(ferromagnetic resonance) [30–34], inelastic electron scattering (spin-resolved electron energy loss
spectroscopy) [35–39], inelastic neutron scattering [40–46], and inelastic light scattering (Brillouin
scattering and Raman scattering) [47–60]. Among these methods, inelastic light scattering would be the
most convenient approach for studying spin waves, especially Raman scattering spectroscopy. Raman
spectroscopy, a powerful, fast, and non-destructive experimental technique, has been extensively
applied not only in basic scientific researches, but also for practical applications. Usually, Raman
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spectroscopy is applied for studying vibrational properties of materials. However, due to the anomalous
behaviors of spin wave scattering comparing with vibrational scattering, Raman spectroscopy study
of spin wave is difficult and limited. In this paper, we present a review of anomalous behaviors of
spin waves observed by inelastic light scattering experiments, especially by Raman spectroscopy. The
large asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio, broad linewidth, strong resonance effect,
unique polarization selection, and abnormal impurity dependence of spin waves are discussed, and a
proposed model for the mechanisms of spin flip, spin relaxing, and spin wave scattering is presented
for understanding these anomalous behaviors of spin waves. In addition, two magnonic crystal
structures are proposed for manipulating spin waves through analyses of the abnormal impurity
dependence of spin waves. The review of the anomalous behaviors of spin waves and the proposed
models provide the directions for easier experimental study of spin waves by inelastic light scattering,
which will be useful for raising the research efforts for investigating spin waves. This is important for
the emerging research of magnonics, which has received extensive interests in the modern magnetism
research community.
2. Anti-Stokes to Stokes Intensity Ratio
Inelastic light scattering interaction with material can lead to two possible outcomes: (i) the
material absorbs energy and the emitted photon has a lower energy than the absorbed photon, this
outcome is labeled as Stokes inelastic light scattering; and (ii) the material loses energy and the emitted
photon has a higher energy than the absorbed photon, this outcome is labeled as anti-Stokes inelastic
light scattering. For light scattering of crystal vibrations, the intensity ratio of anti-Stokes to Stokes
scattering can be simply modeled by considering the thermal population factor exp(–h̄ω/kB T), i.e.,
IAS
h̄ω
= exp(−
)
IS
kB T

(1)

where ω is the frequency of the phonon mode, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature.
However, for spin wave scattering, it had been found that a modification of the anti-Stokes to Stokes
intensity ratio from the usual thermal factor exp(–h̄ω/kB T) should be considered [51,52], i.e.,
IAS
hω
= Aexp −
IS
kB T

!
(2)

where the parameter A would be bigger than 1. The value of A depends on the sample property, and
external experimental conditions, such as, applied magnetic field, laser wavelength, laser polarization,
scattering geometry, etc. [61–68].
The large asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio of spin wave scattering was first
predicted by Cottam [51] in studying the interaction of light with antiferromagnet. It was discussed that
the inclusion of a magneto-optical coupling quadratic in the sublattice magnetisation operators should
significantly change the anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio of spin wave scattering from the usual
thermal factor exp(–h̄ω/kB T). The quadratic magneto-optical coupling model had been mostly adopted
for interpreting the anomalous anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio of spin wave scattering. However,
the quadratic magneto-optical coupling model cannot explain the phenomenon of anti-Stokes to Stokes
intensity ratio of spin wave scattering in various magnetic materials, such as, FeBO3 , LuFeO3 , Fe, Ni,
Permalloy, etc. [63,69,70]. In addition, the quadratic magneto-optical coupling model could not explain
the asymmetry behavior when external magnetic field is applied [52,63]. Camley et al [63] proposed
that the large asymmetry is due to the contribution of the off-diagonal spin-spin correlation function to
the light scattering intensity. However, this contribution would be only seen when the wave vector of
the light in the ferromagnet is complex, the case for absorptive materials.
Another possible contribution of the asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio of spin
wave scattering could be correlated with the presence of surface spin wave mode. Experimental
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studies showed that surface spin wave has two anomalous asymmetry properties [71–75]. First, surface
spin wave comes either Stokes or anti-Stokes depending on the way the sample is being tilted or
the direction of applied magnetic field. Second, the Stokes and anti-Stokes of surface spin wave is
reversed when the sample is rotated 180o around the optical axis or when the applied magnetic field is
reversed. Thus, if surface spin wave is observed together with bulk spin wave, and their frequency is
similar. Then, the two anomalous asymmetry properties of surface spin wave would have significant
contribution on the asymmetry behavior of bulk spin wave. However, it had been shown that surface
spin wave generally has frequency quite different as that of bulk spin wave (surface spin wave has
frequency higher than that of bulk; unlike phonon and plasmon, a lower frequency is found), and the
condition of observing surface spin wave is limited [71–75]. In addition, it was reported that the large
asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio in Fe, Ni, Permalloy could not be explained by the
localization of surface spin wave [63]. Therefore, the general property of asymmetry of anti-Stokes
to Stokes intensity ratio of bulk spin wave scattering should not be correlated with the anomalous
asymmetry properties of surface spin wave.
In recent years, magnetic excitations in magnetoelectric multiferroics have been attracted
much research interests [76–89]. The magnetic excitations in multiferroic hexagonal manganites
have been systematically investigated through resonance and polarization Raman scattering
experiments [81,82,87,89]. The resonance Raman scattering study indicated that the spin wave
scattering in hexagonal manganites can be selectively excited with red lasers, which is correlated with
the resonance condition of on-site Mn d-d transition (more details of resonance selection is discussed
in Section 4) [82]. The polarization selection study indicated that the spin wave scattering in hexagonal
manganites can be selectively excited under z(yx)z polarization configuration, but not detectable under
x(yz)x and y(zx)y polarization configurations, this is also the polarization condition of on-site Mn d-d
transition (more details of polarization selection is discussed in Section 5) [89]. The resonance and
polarization studies of spin wave in hexagonal manganites indicated that the on-site Mn d-d transition
would be the first step to excite the spin wave scattering, thus a physical picture of the processes of
spin flip, spin relaxing, and spin wave scattering in hexagonal manganite was proposed [89]. The
generalized model of the processes of spin flip, spin relaxing, and spin wave scattering in magnetic
materials can be schematically presented in Figure 1. A microscopic picture of the model in Figure 1
would be as follows. (i) In the electronic ground state of a magnetic ion, spin flip will be accompanied
with the excitation of magnetic ion from electronic ground state to electronic excited state; while
without the electronic excitation of the magnetic ion, spin flip is difficult; i.e., spin wave scattering
would be difficult between the spin ordered state and spin flipped state of electronic ground state
of the magnetic ion. (ii) During the spin relaxing, the spin flipped magnetic ion interacts with the
neighboring magnetic ions, which changes only the direction of neighboring spin vectors, and thus
forming spin wave propagating in the magnetic material. (iii) In inelastic light scattering experiments,
the observed spin wave would be originated from scattering between the spin ordered state and spin
flipped state of electronic excited state of the magnetic ion.
Our proposed model in Figure 1 provides a good explanation of the anomalous asymmetry
characters of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio of spin wave scattering. Firstly, Figure 1 proposed
that spin wave is originated from scattering of electronic excited states of the magnetic ion. Thus,
the anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio would generally differ considerably from the usual thermal
factor exp(–h̄ω/kB T). Secondly, Figure 1 suggests that the asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity
ratio would depend on the spin relaxing process, thus the asymmetry would be different in different
magnetic materials. For fast spin relaxing, small asymmetry is expected; and for slow spin relaxing,
large asymmetry will be observed. Thirdly, the electronic transition and spin relaxing would be affected
by external conditions, such as, laser excitation, polarization, applied electric field, applied magnetic
field, etc. Thus the asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio would also depend on these
external conditions. To verify our proposed model in Figure 1, extensive experimental and theoretical
studies would be needed.

wave (surface spin wave has frequency higher than that of bulk; unlike phonon and plasmon, a
lower frequency is found), and the condition of observing surface spin wave is limited [71–75]. In
addition, it was reported that the large asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio in Fe, Ni,
Permalloy could not be explained by the localization of surface spin wave [63]. Therefore, the
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the response time would be significantly longer than lifetime; while for anti-Stokes scattering of spin
wave, the response time would be only somewhat longer than lifetime. This suggests that a systematic
time resolved study of the Stokes and anti-Stokes of phonon and spin wave scattering would be helpful
to approve the model in Figure 1 and investigate the properties of spin waves.
In addition to the time resolved study, pump-probe study would also be very helpful to approve
the model in Figure 1 and investigate the properties of spin waves. For hexagonal manganites, Figure 1
predicted that when a sample is pumped in the resonant condition (i.e., excitation source with energy
~1.7 eV), the spin wave (i.e., magnon peak at ~800 cm−1 ) could still be detected with a probe excitation
even in the non-resonant regime. Furthermore, Figure 1 indicated that when ultrafast pulsed excitation
sources are applied, the time dependence of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio of spin wave scattering
would be very useful for studying the dynamics of spin flip, spin wave, and their relaxations in
magnetic materials.

in different magnetic materials. For fast spin relaxing, small asymmetry is expected; and for slow
spin relaxing, large asymmetry will be observed. Thirdly, the electronic transition and spin relaxing
would be affected by external conditions, such as, laser excitation, polarization, applied electric
field, applied magnetic field, etc. Thus the asymmetry of anti-Stokes to Stokes intensity ratio would
also depend on these external conditions. To verify our proposed model in Figure 1, extensive
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found affecting phonon lifetime [93]. The linewidth of spin wave is not well understood comparing
with that of crystal vibration. Experimentally, it had been found that the linewidth of spin wave can
differ significantly in magnetic materials. Broad linewith of spin wave had been observed in many
magnetic mateirals, such as, 5d pyrochlore Cd2 Os2 O7 , spin-orbit Mott insulators Sr2 IrO4 and Sr3 Ir2 O7 ,
copper-oxide based high temperature superconductors, hexagonal manganites, etc. [58,59,89,94–96].
However, it is difficult to understand the mechanism of broad linewidth of spin wave scattering [89,95].
The conventional theory of spin wave scattering had been performed by Elliott and Thorpe [97],
and Parkinson [98]. However, it predicted much narrower spin wave linewidth (at least a factor
of 3) than experimental results in cuprate-oxide based high temperature superconductors. A few
models had been given for explaining the broad linewidth of spin wave, including spinon model,
phenomenological damping, quantum fluctuation, cyclic exchange contributions, etc. [94,99–101].
However, these models could only explain the broad linewidth of spin wave in certain types of
magnetic materials. Our recent Raman spectroscopy studies of spin wave in hexagonal manganite thin
films and single crystals indicated that the broadness of spin wave has very complex origin [89].
The broad linewidth behavior of spin wave scattering could be well understood by the model
in Figure 1. First, the lifetime of spin wave would be correlated with the spin relaxing process. For
fast spin relaxing, spin wave would have short lifetime thus broad linewidth; and for slower spin
relaxing, spin wave would have longer lifetime thus narrower linewidth. In different types of magnetic
materials, the spin relaxing process could differ significantly, thus the linewidth differs significanlty.

experimental studies of spin wave lifetime, which had shown that the lifetime is generally much
shorter than picoseconds (the phonon lifetime is generally in the order of picoseconds) [96,102,103].
In metallic ferromagnet, spin wave lifetime longer than picosencod was reported [104,105]. As
discussed in Section 2, this anomalous long lifetime could be actually the response time of spin
wave emission, which can be in the picoseconds region.
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Figure 3. Comparison of spin wave scattering in hexagonal LuMnO3 single crystal and HoMnO3 thin
film. The spectrum of LuMnO3 single crystal is from Figure 1 of Ref. [89], the spectrum of HoMnO3
thin film is from Figure 1 of Ref. [81].

The complex origin of the differences of spin wave linewidth and lineshape between hexagonal
LuMnO3 single crystal and HoMnO3 thin film could be correlated with the differences of crystal
quality, rare earth element, resonance condition, laser probe depth, etc. A 2-Dimentional Correlation
Spectroscopy study of hexagonal LuMnO3 single crystal showed that the broad spin wave peak is
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constituted of five individual peaks at 741, 783, 812, 839, and 872 cm−1 [88]. Also, the asymmetric
lineshape of the broad spin wave peak in Figure 3 indicated that it would constitute multiple peaks.
These multiple peaks could be due to better crystalline quality of single crystal, special property of Lu
rare earth, stronger resonance condition, and longer laser probe depth in the LuMnO3 single crystal
sample, thus more possible spin wave modes with similar energy could be excited.
The possibility of multiple spin wave modes with similar energy could also be explained with the
model in Figure 1. We propose that in resonant excitation of magnetic ion, the accompanied spin flip
would occur in all the electrons which contributed for the magnetic moment of magnetic ion; and in
the spin relaxing process, a spin flipped electron could relax individually or together with other spin
flipped electrons, thus producing different types of spin wave modes propagating in the magnetic ion
network. A clear picture of possible multiple spin wave modes can be understood in the following
example of hexagonal manganite. In the electronic ground d state of Mn3+ ion, four electrons occupy
four lowest orbitals giving ms = 2. The electronic ground d state with ms = −2 is difficult to achieve,
i.e., spin flip without on-site d-d transition is difficult. The spin flip is accompanied with resonant
electronic excitation of d-d transition, i.e., the electronic excited d state with ms = −2 can be much more
easily achieved. This is consistent with the temperature dependent study of on-site d-d transition,
which showed that the transition has a blueshift of ~0.1 eV with cooling in the antiferromagnetic
state [106,107]. This blueshift is attributed to the differences in exchange interaction in the excited and
ground states of a given Mn3+ ion [106]. Also the value of blueshift is about the energy of the spin wave
at ~815 cm−1 , which is correlated with 4-spin-flip mode [89]. Thus, in the resonant excitation of on-site
d-d transition, the accompanied spin flip would occur in all the four electrons in Mn3+ ion. During the
spin relaxing, the spin flipped electrons in Mn3+ ion could relax individually or together and then
interact with the neighboring Mn3+ ions, thus forming different modes of spin waves propagating in
hexagonal manganites. For example, possible 4-spin-flip modes could be originated from one Mn3+
ion, or two neighboring Mn3+ ions (each has two spin flip), or four neighboring Mn3+ ions (each has
one spin flip), etc. These possible modes would have similar energy, but different scattering cross
section. In hexagonal LuMnO3 single crystal, more possible modes could be excited, thus the observed
spin wave has anomalously broad linewidth and very asymmetric line shape.
4. Resonance Effect
The traditional framework for understanding the resonance effect of spin wave scattering has
been known as the Loudon-Fleury theory [108]. From the “Loudon-Fleury” diagrams, spin wave
scattering would have resonance enhancement near the band edge [109]. Extensive studies of the
resonance effect of spin wave scattering had been performed in cuprate antiferromagnetic materials
through Raman spectroscopy [110–113]. However, these studies showed that there is no resonance
enhancement of spin wave scattering near the absorption edge, but the resonance effect occurs well
above it. To explain this anomalous resonance effect in cuprate insulators, several complex models
had been proposed, such as, triple resonance mechanism, excitonic mechanism, background spins
mechanism, etc. [111–113].
In our previous Raman spectroscopy study of the resonance effect of spin wave scattering in
hexagonal manganite, it was found that the resonance enhancement did occur near the band edge [82],
in good agreement with the Loudon-Fleury theory. Hexagonal manganite can be considered as a
Mott-Hubbard type material. The theory of Raman scattering in Mott-Hubbard systems has been
presented by Shastry and Shraiman [114], which can be derived from the Loudon-Fleury theory. Thus,
it would be not surprising that resonance effect of spin wave scattering in hexagonal manganite agrees
well with the Loudon-Fleury theory.
The discrepancy of very different resonance mechanism of spin wave scattering between cuprate
insulators and hexagonal manganites could be simply correlated with the difference of their electronic
structures [82]. For hexagonal manganites, they belong to the Mott-Hubbard type materials, in which
the on-site Coulomb energy U (transition between the lower and upper Hubbard bands) is at lower
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energy than the charge-transfer energy ∆. For cuprate insulators, they belong to the charge-transfer
type materials, in which the on-site Coulomb energy U is at higher energy than the charge-transfer
energy ∆. In hexagonal manganites, the resonance occurs near the band edge, i.e., the on-site Coulomb
energy U. In cuprate insulators, it was found that the resonance occurs right at the upper end of the
features in the optical data that can be interpreted as the particle-hole excitations between the lower
and upper Hubbard bands [111], i.e., also the on-site Coulomb energy U. Therefore, in both cuprate
insulators and hexagonal manganites, the resonance enhancement of spin wave occurs near the on-site
Coulomb energy.
The strength of resonance enhancement of spin wave scattering is also very different in cuprate
insulators and hexagonal manganites. The strength of spin wave resonance in cuprate insulators
is much weaker than that in hexagonal manganites. This would be correlated with the linewidth
difference of on-site Coulomb energy in cuprate insulators and hexagonal manganites. In hexagonal
manganites, on-site Coulomb energy has very narrow linewidth, thus extremely strong resonance
enhancement; while in cuprate insulators, the linewidth of on-site Coulomb energy is significantly
broader, thus much weaker resonance enhancement. Therefore, the strength of resonance enhancement
of spin wave would be correlated the linewidth of on-site Coulomb energy.
Through the comparison of the resonance behaviors of spin wave scattering in cuprate insulators
and hexagonal manganites, we proposed a simple general mechanism of resonance enhancement of
spin wave. In magnetic materials, the resonance effect of spin wave scattering would occur near the
on-site Coulomb energy, and narrower linewidth of the on-site Coulomb energy would have much
stronger resonance effect. In a recent study of V2 O3 [115], a canonical Mott-Hubbard insulator at low
temperatures, it was also found that the resonance effect of spin wave scattering is correlated with the
on-site V 3d-3d Coulomb energy, and the very weak resonance effect is correlated with the very broad
linewith of on-site V 3d-3d transition. This further supported our proposed model of the resonance
effect of spin wave scattering.
The proposed model in Figure 1 can also explain the resonance enhancement behavior of spin
wave scattering. Figure 1 proposed that spin flip should be induced first with resonant excitation of
magnetic ion from ground state to excited state, then spin wave scattering is possible. This transition
of magnetic ion is correlated with the on-site Coulomb energy. Therefore, Figure 1 indicated that spin
wave scattering would be possible when incident photon energy is within the absorption peak of the
on-site Coulomb energy, i.e., spin wave has strong resonance enhancement with excitation close to the
on-site Coulomb energy, and the strength of resonance would be correlated with the linewidth of the
on-site Coulomb energy. This is in good agreement with our above discussion. In addition, the process
of spin wave scattering proposed in Figure 1 suggests that spin wave scattering would have stronger
resonance enhancement than phonon scattering; and for narrower linewidth of on-site Coulomb energy,
spin wave scattering would have more significant resonance enhancement than phonon scattering.
This is also in good agreement with our resonant Raman spectroscopy studies of hexagonal manganite
and V2 O3 [82,115]. In hexagonal manganite, the linewidth of on-site Coulomb energy is very narrow,
the resonance enhancement of spin wave scattering is a few orders of magnitude stronger than that of
phonon scattering. In V2 O3 , the linewidth of on-site Coulomb energy is very broad, the resonance
enhancement of spin wave scattering is only a few times stronger than that of phonon scattering.
5. Polarization Selection
The polarization selection of inelastic light scattering of crystal vibration had been well studied,
which can be understood in term of electronic polarizability tensor [116–121]. A Raman mode of
crystal vibration is active if one of the components of the polarizability tensor is changed during the
vibration, and it can be observed by inelastic light scattering experiment with choosing appropriate
polarizations of incident light and scattered light according to the nonzero component. In a recent
Raman spectroscopy study of spin wave scattering in hexagonal manganite single crystal, it was
shown that the polarization selection of spin wave is also different comparing with that of crystal
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The polarization property of spin wave scattering in the basal a-b plane of hexagonal manganites
The polarization property of spin wave scattering in the basal a-b plane of hexagonal
was investigated in both single crystal and thin film samples [82,89]. It was shown that in back scattering
manganites was investigated in both single crystal and thin film samples [82,89]. It was shown that
from basal a-b plane, spin wave scattering can be observed in both parallel and cross polarization
in back scattering from basal a-b plane, spin wave scattering can be observed in both parallel and
configurations, as shown in the inset of Figure 4. In addition, the intensity of spin wave scattering is
cross polarization configurations, as shown in the inset of Figure 4. In addition, the intensity of spin
not affected when the excitation laser polarization is rotated around the c axis, and when the collection
wave scattering is not affected when the excitation laser polarization is rotated around the caxis,
polarization is changed from parallel to cross configuration (in the inset of Figure 4, the intensity
and when the collection polarization is changed from parallel to cross configuration (in the inset of
difference of spin wave in parallel and cross configuration is due to the difference of integration time).
Figure 4, the intensity difference of spin wave in parallel and
cross configuration is due to the
This would be correlated with the characters of magnetic Mn3+ ions in hexagonal manganite
crystal.
difference of integration time). This would be correlated with the characters of magneticMn3+ ions
in
The on-site Mn d-d transitions are only allowed with E⊥c polarization of light [106]; and the Mn3+ ions
hexagonal manganite crystal. The on-site Mn d-d transitions are only allowed with E⊥c polarization
forming regular triangular networks in the a-b plane in hexagonal manganite [122–124]. Therefore, the
of light [106]; and theMn3+ ions forming regular triangular networks in the a-b plane in hexagonal
intensity of spin wave scattering in the a-b plane would not change when incident excitation light
manganite [122–124]. Therefore, the intensity of spin wave scattering in the a-b plane would not
is rotated.
change when incident excitation light is rotated.
The polarization dependence of spin wave scattering could also be explained by the model in
The polarization dependence of spin wave scattering could also be explained by the model in
Figure 1. Figure 1 proposed that spin wave scattering could be observed after the resonant excitation
Figure 1. Figure 1 proposed that spin wave scattering could be observed after the resonant
of magnetic ion from ground state to excited state. Thus, the polarization selection must first satisfy
excitation of magnetic ion from ground state to excited state. Thus, the polarization selection must
first satisfy the polarization condition for exciting the magnetic ion from ground state to excited
state. This is in good agreement with the experimental result of polarization dependence of spin
wave scattering.
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the polarization condition for exciting the magnetic ion from ground state to excited state. This is in
good agreement with the experimental result of polarization dependence of spin wave scattering.
6. Impurity Dependence
Manipulate and control of spin waves is a key issue in magnonics. Spin wave is originated from
the excitation of spin ordering of magnetic ions. Thus, doping on the magnetic ion sites with other
elements could be useful to investigate how the spin wave is affected by impurities, which would be
helpful for better understanding of spin wave properties and also for studying how to manipulate and
control spin wave. One important aspect of manipulating spin wave is tuning its frequency. The spin
wave frequency is directly correlated with the spin exchange interaction in the magnetic crystal, which
P
can be calculated by Heisenberg Hamiltonian: H = J ‹i,j› (Si •Sj ). Here J is the exchange integral which
quantitatively characterizes the spin exchange interaction between magnetic ions; Si is the spin on site
i and the summation is over the nearest-neighbor magnetic ion pairs. When magnetic ions are replaced
by impurity elements, the total spin exchange interactions would be modified in the spin network.
Thus, at first sight, doping would be helpful to manipulate the frequency of spin wave. However, it
was found that doping is not helpful to tune the frequency of intrinsic spin wave correlated with host
magnetic ions, either by magnetic or non-magnetic elements [125–128].
The study of impurity dependence of spin waves had attracted much research attention about half
a century ago, both experimentally and theoretically [125–127,129–132]. It was shown that if the host
atoms and the impurity atom carry different magnetic moments, there will be local magnetic excitations
involving only the impurity atom and the host atoms surrounding it. Thus, for magnetic ion doping,
in addition to the intrinsic spin wave, an additional “localized” spin wave is produced localizing at
the doping site. For both the intrinsic spin wave and “localized” spin wave, their frequencies are not
much affected by the concentration of doping. The frequency of intrinsic spin wave is similar as that
without doping, which is determined by the host magnetic ions. The frequency of “localized” spin
wave depends on the doping element, which is determined by the spin exchange interaction of the
doping magnetic ion with the neighboring host magnetic ions. Although extensively investigated
half a century ago, the mechanisms and properties of localization of spin wave still need further
systematic studies. In recent years, as the young and evolving field of magnonics receiving more and
more research interests in modern magnetism community, the study of localization of spin wave has
rekindled much research interests, which has the potential for a new avenue in magnonics [133–137].
In the previous studies of impurity dependence of spin wave, magnonic ion doping and localized spin
waves were mainly investigated. Recently, we performed non-magnetic ion doping dependence of spin
wave in hexagonal manganite thin films and single crystals. It was found that with non-magnetic ion
doping, only intrinsic spin wave is observed since there is no spin exchange interaction of the doped
non-magnetic ion with the host magnetic ions, and the frequency of intrinsic spin wave is similar
as that without doping [128]. Therefore, doping is not helpful for tuning the frequency of intrinsic
spin wave, either by magnetic or non-magnetic ion doping. For magnetic ion doping, although not
helpful for tuning spin wave frequency, it is helpful for producing an additional spin wave of different
frequency, and the propagation path of the additional spin wave could be controlled by designing the
pattern of doped magnetic ions.
Doping could not tune the frequency of spin waves, but it significantly influences the intensity of
spin waves. The study of magnetic ion doping in MnF2 showed that the intensity of “localized” spin
wave is roughly proportional to impurity concentration, and it is about five times smaller than the
intrinsic spin wave with 1%-2% doping [125,126]. Our recent study of non-magnetic ion doping of
hexagonal manganites showed that the intensity of intrinsic spin wave decreases much faster than the
increase of doping concentration [128]. This suggests that when the intrinsic spin wave propagates to a
non-magnetic ion, it will be quenched. This character would be helpful for controlling the propagation
direction of spin wave by designing the pattern of doped non-magnetic ions.
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Although not helpful for tuning spin wave frequency, the doping studies suggested important
properties of spin wave: intrinsic spin wave could only be excited in the host magnetic ion network;
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and abnormal impurity dependence have been reviewed. These anomalous behaviors of spin waves
can be explained by our proposed model of the processes of spin flip, spin relaxing, and spin wave
scattering. Our review of the anomalous behaviors of spin waves and the proposed models provide
the directions for future systematic experimental studies of spin waves by inelastic light scattering.
It will be useful for raising the research interests for investigating spin waves, which is important
for the emerging research field of magnonics. Also, through the analysis of abnormal impurity
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explained by our proposed model of the processes of spin flip, spin relaxing, and spin wave scattering.
Our review of the anomalous behaviors of spin waves and the proposed models provide the directions
for future systematic experimental studies of spin waves by inelastic light scattering. It will be useful
for raising the research interests for investigating spin waves, which is important for the emerging
research field of magnonics. Also, through the analysis of abnormal impurity dependence of spin
waves, two types of magnonic crystal structures by magnetic ion doping and non-magnetic ion doping
have been proposed for manipulating and controlling spin waves, which would be useful in future
development of magnonic devices.
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